
Irish Air Line Pilots Association
Corballis Park, Tel: +353 1 844 5272; 886 3248
Dublin Airport, Ireland Fax: +353 1 844 6051
e-mail: admin @ialpa.net
website: www.ialpa.net

21 December 2018

MrShane Ross T.D.
Minister for Transport, Tourism & Sport
Leeson Lane
Dublin 2

MrCharlie Flanagan T.D.
Minister for Justice & Equality
51 St Stephen’s Green
Dublin 2

D02 HK52

RE: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Small Unmanned Aircraft in Irish Airspace.

Dear Ministers,

I refer to the ‘drone’ incidents in Gatwick Airport the effects of which are still being felt and
which serves to highlightonce again how regulatory oversight and enforcement is somewhat
behind the times in aviation. For the avoidance of any doubt the events that have recently
taken place in Gatwick can and probably will happen in Ireland in the not too distant future.
There have been a numberof serious incidents involvingdrones and commercial aircraft in
Irish Airspace. The obviousthreat to the lives of passengers and crew is well documented.
The estimated financial costs (to the airlines alone) in Gatwick over the 2 days of disruption
is now in excess of UK£10 million.

Overthe last 18 months IALPAhas tried to engage with the IAA and the relevantairport
authorities on the risk that ‘drones’ pose to the safety of the travellingpublic and crew such
as our members. We have provided such documents as the UK Dept for Transport
/MAA/BALPA “Mid-Air Collision Study” and the brochure from CACI which briefly sets
out the SKYTRACKER UAS Precision Tracking System. Unfortunatelyour proposals and
concerns have not received the attention they deserve or require, particularlygiven the most
recent developments in the UK.It is clear to IALPAthat urgent and direct action is now

required and we hope you share this view.

IALPA now propose a working group of stakeholders, chaired by a Government Department,
to identify and quantifythe risks associated with drones and to recommend action items to be

implemented immediately. For example:

1. A drone can only be released by a vendorafter the customer has provided proofof
registration with the IAA and/or Garda.

2. The commissioning of a system such as Skytracker at the main airports, which not
only identifies to ATC where an active drone is located but also pinpoints the location
of the drone operator.

Member: Oneworld Cockpit Crew Coalition, European Cockpit Association and
International Federation of Air Line Pilots’ Association

Branch of: FORSA
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3. The hard programming of geo fences into the drone so that the operator cannot cancel
or suspend the geo fence.

These are just some of the measures we believe need to be implemented as a matter of
urgency to mitigate against the risks posed by ‘drones’.

I enclose the followingdocuments:

IALPAletter to IAA dated 12 July2017.
IAA letter to IALPA dated 31 July2017.
IALPAletter to IAA dated 13 June 2018.
Brochure on the CACI Skytracker System.
BALPA, MAA, UK Dept for Transport Mid-Air Collision Study.
IAA letter to IALPA dated 22 June 2018.
IALPAletter to IAA dated 19 November 2018.

IALPArequests an immediate meeting with you and the relevant personnel from the
Departments of Justice and Transport to discuss these important matters.

Yourssincerely,

ZAK
Captain Evan Cullen
President
Trish Air Line Pilots’ Association

CC: Garda Commissioner
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lrish Air Line Pilots Association
Corballis Park, Tel: $353 | 844 5272: 886 3248

Dublin Airport, Ircland Fax; +353 | 844 605]

e-mail: admin @ialpa.net
web sile: www.ialpa.net

12 July 2017

Mr James Gavin
Assistant Director
Air Traffic Management
TAA
11-12 D’Olier Street
Dublin 2

RE: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (VAY) or Small Unmanned Aircraft (SUAs) and Airports,

DearMr Gavin,

As you are aware the growing popularity of UAV aircraft is posing a safety and security risk to all

aviation. During the take-offroll, initial climb segment, approach and landing phases of flight all

aircraft of all sizes are particularly vulnerable.All of these phases of vulnerableflight occur in or

close to the airport environment.Therehave been a numberof incidents of UAV activity close to Irish

airports. Therehas been a recent shut down of Gatwick Airport due to unauthorised UAVactivity.
According to UK Airprox Board (UK-CAA sponsored) there were 70 near misses in 2016 and the

trend is for an increase on this in 2017. To the best of our knowledgeall incidents in Western Europe

arise from ignorance rather than malicious intent.

It is now only a matter of time beforemore malicious actors exploit UAV opportunities. The

deliberate targeting of anaircraft engine/s or the windscreen of a cockpit while in flight can have

catastrophic consequences. There is also the threat - under cover of darkness - of a UAV depositing an

explosivedeviceon a parked or taxing aircraft.

For the abovereasons IALPAthrough our affiliation with the InternationalFederation of Airline

Pilots Associations (IFALPA)has sought to developexpertise in this area. We have received

presentations on the threats involved and the counter technologies availableto meet these threats. It is

our view thatall of the main Irish Airports should invest in technology which not only identifies the

location of any UAV operating in the vicinity of an airport but such technology can also accurately

pinpoint the location of the UAV operator. These systems provide Air Traffic Control with real time

data. The ATC can then inform the pilots of the location of the UAVto take any necessary avoiding
action and also inform the Gardaof the location of the UAV operator.

LALPA have information on a numberof these systems and we are happy to share our knowledge and

expertise in this area if you so wish?

Yours sincerely,

—
Captain Evan Cullen
President
Irish Air Line Pilots’ Association

Member: Oneworld Cockpit Crew Coalition. European Cockpil Association and

International Federation of Air Line Pilots’ Association

Branchof: IMpsAcT



Irish clir Line Pilots Association
Corballis Park, Tel: +353 | 844 5272: 886 3248
Dublin Airport, Ireland Fax: +353 | 844 6051
e-mail: admin @ialpa.net
web sile: www.ialpa.nel

13 June 2018

Mr James Gavin
Assistant Director
Air Traffic Management, Aerodromes & Aviation Security
TAA
The Times Building
11-12 D’Ohier Street
Dublin 2

RE: Unanswered correspondence on UAVs and SUAS.

Dear Mr Gavin,

In recent months there have been a number of very serious incidents involving passengeraircraft - operated by our members - and UAVs. I refer to IALPA letter dated 12 July 2017
and BALPAreport “Mid-Air Collision Study” provided to you last year. Other than a
commitment to “respond shortly”we have recorded no response to this correspondence.

T also enclose a brochure from CACI who are a major US defence contractor. The brochure
brieflysets out the SKYTRACKER UAS Precision Tracking System. This is one of the
systerns referred to in the third paragraph ofthe IALPAletter dated 12 J uly 2017.

The system not only identifies the location of a UAV but also the location of the groundbazed operator of the UAV. Such information would be helpful in prosecuting unlawful
activity in the vicinity of the airports.

i would urge the IAA to put in place such a system/s as a matter of urgency. This matter is
becoming a very serious threat to the safety and security of the travelling public and our
members.

Yours sincerely,

Lon
Captain Evan Cullen
President
frish Air Line Pilots’ Association

Member: Oneworld Cockpit Crew Coalition, European Cockpit Association and
International Federation of Air Line Pilots* Association

Branch of: IMpAcT



Division Sabhdailteachta

Udarés Eitliochtana hEireann —T: +353 1 671 8655
Foirgneamh na hAmanna F: +353 1 679 2934
11-12 Sraid D‘Olier www.iaa.ie
Baile Atha Cliath 2, Eire

lrish Aviation Authority
The Times Building
11-12 D'Olier Street
Dublin 2, Ireland

Safety Regulation Rannan na Rialachan

Our Ref: ASSD/IALPA/2017/004

31° July 2017

Captain Evan Cullen,
President,
Irish Air Line Pilots Association,
Corballis Park,
Dublin Airport.

Dear Captain Cullen,

Your letter of 12" of July and email of 26" July refers.

The Safety RegulationDivision have been actively involved in creating a regulatoryenvironment
where drones can be operated safely, with the minimum of risk to manned aviation.To that end, in

December 2015, the Authority published legislation, Small Unmanned Aircraft (Drones) and Rockets

OrderS.1. 563 of 2015, to provide for rules of operation for drone use and to establish a drone

register. This register is used to send safety information, such as notification of TemporaryRestricted

Areas, reminders regardingrules etc., to drone users.

The Safety RegulationDivision has a ‘drone team’ which attends European and Internationalfora
including ICAO, JARUSand EASA.SRD have established consultation groups and workshops with
the drone community. Additionally, SRD Inspectors on the drone team are actively engaged with
drone manufactures and the EASA Certification Department (for large drones) ancillary services

regardingthe research and development and new technologies.

The JAA is also engaging with the UK CAA,through the UK Functional Airspace Block governance
structure, on methodsof establish electronic surveillancefor drones.

The IAA publishes, on its website, a comprehensive suite of drone regulations & guidance material:

hitps://www.iaa.ie’general-aviation/drones/drone-regulations-guidance

Currently,by procedure, all ATC units in the State inform pilots of sightings of UAVs in real time
and inform An Garda Siochana.

Given that this sector of aviation is very dynamic, the IAA would be happy to receive any relevant
documentation you may have throughyour affiliations. Thankyou.

Yours sincerely,

Lim Cyne
James Gavin
Assistant Director
Air Traffic Management, Aerodromes & Aviation Security

Bord Stiurthdiri/Board of Directors

Anne Nolan (Cathaoinleach/Chairman),
Marie Bradley, Ernie Donnelly, Pascat Fitzgerald,

Basi! Geoghegan, Michael Norton,

Geoffrey O'Byrne-White

Oifig Chidraithe:

Foirgneamh na hAmanna, 11-12 Sraid D‘Olier

Baile Atha Cliath 2, Eire

Uimhir Chiéraithe: 211082. Ait Chidraithe: Eire

Cuideachta Diiteanais Theoranta

Registered Office:
The Times Building, 11-12 D'Olier Street
Dublin 2, Ireland

Registered No. 211082. Registered in Ireland

A Limited Liability Company

<>



Irish Aviation Authority Udards Eitliochta na hEireann —_‘T: +353 1671 8655
The Times Building Foirgneamh na hAmanna F: +353 1 679 2934
11-12 D'Olier Street 11-12 Sraid D'Olier www.iaa.ie
Dublin 2, 002 T4439, Baile Atha Cliath 2, D02 449,
Ireland Eire

Safety Regulation Rannan na Rialachan
Division Sabhailteachta

Our Ref: ASSD/IALPA/2018/002

22"4 June 2018

Captain Evan Cullen,
President,
Irish Air Line Pilots Association,
Corballis Park,
Dublin Airport.

Dear Captain Cullen,

Your letter of 13" June 2018 refers.

In the first instance the Authority did reply to your letter of the 12" of July 2017 and email of the 26"
July 2017. Our records indicate that this correspondence was sent to IALPA from the Authority on the

1* of August 2017. I have attached a copy of the letter for your file.

As an update to my previouscorrespondence on this matter, the regulatory framework is evolving and

the European Commission’snew Basic Regulation extends the competence of the EU to cover the

regulationof civil unmannedaircraft systems (UAS). Additionally EASA has developedproposals for
an operation centric, proportionate, risk and performance based regulatoryframework for all
unmannedaircraft.

https://www.easa.europa.eu/easa-and-you/ci vil-drones-rpas/drones-regulatory-framework-background

The Authority continues to actively engage with UAS operators making them aware of their
responsibilities undercurrent national legislation, and to promote safe UAS operations through its
variousmodes of social media, and our website publishes a comprehensive suite of drone regulations
and guidance material:

https://www.iaa.ie/general-aviation/drones/drone-regulations-guidance

Thankyou for providing a copy of the CACI brochure on the SKYTRACKERUAS Precision
Tracking System.

The IAA will continue to monitor UAS incidents through the mandatory and voluntary occurrence

reportingsystems and safety reports received from operators, air navigationservice providersand
other stakeholders.

Yours sincerely,

James Gavin
Assistant Director
Air Traffic Management, Aerodromes & Aviation Security

Bord StiurthoiriBoard of Directors Oifig Chiaraithe: Registered Office:
Emie Donnelly, Pascal Fitzgerald, Foirgneamh aa hAmanna,11-12 Srdid D’Olier The Times Building, 11-12 D'Olier Street

Michael Norton Baile Atha Cliath 2, D02 T449, Eire Bublin 2, DO2 7449, Ireland
Uimhir Chidraithe: 211082.Ait Chiaraithe:Eire Registered No. 211082. Registered in Ireland

Cuideachta Diiteanais Theoranta A Limited Liability Company



lrish Air Line Pilots Association
Corballis Park, Tel: +353 1 844 5272; 886 3248
Dublin Airport, Ireland Fax: +353 1 844 6051

e-mail: admin @ialpa.net
website: www.ialpa.net

19 November 2018

Mr James Gavin
Assistant Director
Air Traffic Management,Aerodromes & Aviation Security
IAA
The Times Building
11-12 D’Olier Street
Dublin 2

Dear Mr Gavin,

Apologies for the late response it has been a busy summer.

I refer to correspondencedating from 12 July2017 in relation to UAVs and SAVs. I want to
thank you for providing the EASA and IAA regulatory framework and guidance. I hope you
found the BALPA “Mid-Air Collision Study” and the CACI Skytracker information helpful.

Notwithstanding all of the regulations and the enthusiasm of the [AA to enforce such
regulations the pilots we represent have no proactive warning system or protection against
these aerial vehicles. The refusal of the IAA or the variousairports to invest in a system such
as the Skytracker is most disappointing.

In yourletter dated 31 July 2017 you state as follows:

“Currently, by procedure, all ATC units in the State inform pilots ofsightings of UAVs in
real time and inform An Garda Siochana.”

This, in our view, is unsatisfactory. A UAV can be purchased, without effective restriction in
Ireland today, and launched from a site such as Portmarnockstrandinto the path of an aircraft
established on approach to Runway 28. This UAV would not be visible to anyone in the IAA
Dublin tower or anywhere else. Given the substantial risks involved the reliance on

“sightings” is simply not acceptable.

Yours sincerely,

Captain Evan Cullen
President
Trish Air Line Pilots’ Association

Member: Oneworld Cockpit Crew Coalition, European Cockpit Association and
International Federation of Air Line Pilots’ Association

em"
FORSA
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Valuable Assets and National Airspace
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Supporting Public Safety and poe.
Responsible UAS Operators
CACI's SkyTracker™ system accuratelyand SkyTracker has the unique capability to identify
reliably detects, identifies, and tracks threats and locate both UAS and their ground operators,
from unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) misuse. improving responders’ability to act in incidents
This proprietary CACI technology has been of inadvertent or unlawful misuse. Unlike other
demonstrated to address a variety of UAS threat technologies,SkyTracker’s passive detection won't
scenarios. The system is widely applicable, from disrupt legitimate electronics or communications
protecting airports to safeguarding critical systems in the area. Furthermore, the system
infrastructure or events - anywhere UAS pose will not interfere with UAS that are operated
a potential risk to people or assets. SkyTracker responsiblyas determined by the U.S. government.
provides continuous, automated monitoring,
day or night, in any weather condition. “eee

Nonintrusive Detection
SELECTED S.GNAL LOCAT.ON
ae

SkyTracker’s passive detection
capability creates an electronic
perimeter boundary that is superior
to geofencing. The modular system

protects geographically compact
locations surrounding such high-
value assets as government buildings,
embassies, and stadiums, and is

scalable to provide wide-area defense
of critical infrastructure, airports,
government facilities, and areas

under temporary fiight bans such as

locations experiencing forest fires.
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Locates UAS and their operators

Accurately detects, identifies,
and tracks UAS threats

Will not disrupt legitimate
electronics/communications
systems or responsible operators

Electronic perimeter around
sensitive locations that is

superior to geofencing

24/7, all-weather,
automated monitoring

SkyTracker creates an

electronic perimeter boundary
to protect valuable assets

and national airspace.

Accurately Locate UAS
and Their Operators

SkyTracker uses UAS radio links to

precisely identify and locate systems
flying in banned or protected airspace. It
also locates ground operators, enhancing
responders’ capability to only engage these

operators misusing their aircraft. The system

provides accurate geolocation and tracking
of misused aircraft while differentiating
them from other UAS in the area, and

leverages cutting-edge technology to

continually adapt to evolving threats.

Adaptability and
Automation

Built on software-defined technology,
SkyTracker rapidly integrates new

capabilities to keep pace with the latest
UAS platforms and protocals. Furthermore,
SkyTracker’s open architecture enables

easy integration with existing command
and control centers. The system
autonomously provides detection,
command and control, system health and

status reports, and video captured from
camera-equipped UAS - all displayed via

an intuitive operational interface,
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CAC! provides information solutions and services in For more information on
support of

national security missions and government CACI’s SkyTracker solutiontransformatianfor Intalligence, Defense, and Federal
Civilian customers. A Fortune Werld’s Most Admired please cail us at:

Company, CAC! is a member of the Fortune 1900 (703) 841-8800EVER VIGILANT Largest Companies, tha Russell 2000 indax, and the $&?
SmallCaps00 Index. CACI’s sustained commitmantta
ethics ard intagrity defines its corporata culture and Or email us at:
drives its success. With approximately 18,500 amployees SkyTracker@caci.com
warldwide, CACI provides dynamic carser apportunitias far

INFORMATION DEPLOYED. military vatarans and industry professionals ta support the
nation's mast critical missions. loin us] www.caci.cam.LUT}SOLUTIONS ADVANCED.
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This material consists of CACI Internanonal inc general capabilities information that does not contain controlled technical data as

defined within the international Traffic in Arms {TAA} Part 120.10 or Export Administration Regulatons (EAR) Part 734.7-11. {May 2016}
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Executive Summary

The Department for Transport, the Military Aviation Authority and British Airline Pilots’
Association commissioned a study into the effects of a mid-air collision between
small remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS, commonly known as a drones) and
manned aircraft.
The study was conducted by QinetiQ and Natural Impacts using laboratory collision
testing and computer modelling.
This report was authored jointly by the commissioning stakeholders in order to
summarise the findings of this work performed by QinetiQ, and give consideration to
how the results will be used.

This study aimed to find the lowest speed at collision where critical damage could
occur to aircraft components. Critical damage was defined in this study to mean
major structural damage of the aircraft component or penetration of drone through
the windscreeninto the cockpit. The study has indicated that:
« Non-birdstrike certified helicopter windscreens have very limited resilience to the

impact of a drone, well below normal cruise speeds.
* The non-birdstrike certified helicopter windscreen results can also be applied to

general aviation aeroplanes which also do not have a birdstrike certification
requirement.

* Although the birdstrike certified windscreens tested had greater resistance than
non-birdstrike certified, they could still be critically damaged at normal cruise
speeds.

« Helicoptertail rotors are also very vulnerable to the impact of a drone, with
modelling showing bladefailures from impacts with the smaller drone components
tested.

* Airliner windscreens are much moreresistant, however, the study showed that
there is a risk of critical windscreen damage under certain impact conditions:
— twas found that critical damage did not occur at high, but realistic impact

speeds, with the 1.2 kg class drone components.
-- However,critical damage did occur to the airliner windscreensat high, but

realistic, impact speeds, with the 4 kg class drone components used in this
study.

* The construction of the drone plays a significant role in the impact ofa collision.
Notably, the 400 g class drone components, which included exposed metal
motors, caused critical failure of the helicopter windscreens at lower speeds than
the 1.2 kg class drone components, which had plastic covering over their motors.
This is believed to have absorbed some of the shock of the collision, reducing the
impact.



e The testing and modelling showed that the drone components used can cause
significantly more damage than birds of equivalent masses at speeds lower than
required to meet birdstrike certification standards.

The study resulted in an increase in knowledge regarding the severity of a mid-air
collision between a manned aircraft and a small drone.It should be noted that to
understandthe risk fully, work should also be done to estimate the likelihood of a
collision.

Recommendations were madeon further work and possible mitigations and,
alongside other work evaluating the likelihood ofa collision, will be used to inform
future rules and regulations on the use of drones.



1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

Introduction

Drones are gaining in popularity for both leisure use and for commercial activities.
The Government's ambition is to ensure that drones are used for the benefit of
society by delivering public and commercial services in a way that ensures the safety
of other airspace users as well as the public on the ground, while also giving due
consideration to security and privacy.
The safety of the public on the ground and of manned aviation are the most important
considerations. Therise in the popularity of drones has comewith a rise in the
numberof Airprox reports. An Airprox is a situation in which,in the opinion of a pilot
or air traffic services personnel, the distance between aircraft as well as their relative
positions and speed have been such that the safety of the aircraft involved may have
been compromised." In the UK these Airprox incidents are investigated by the UK
Airprox Board.? The numberof incidents reviewed by the Airprox board involving
objects believed to be drones has risen from six such events in 2014, to 29 in 2015
and 70 in 2016. In 2017, there have been 34 drone-related Airprox incidents up until
the end of May; for the corresponding time period in 2016 the numberwas 28.
Conversely, the numberof Airprox incidents between manned aircraft has decreased
in recent years from 206 in 2014, to 175 in 2015 and 168 in 2016.3
To provide further context on the likelihood of a collision, the numberof confirmed
birdstrikes reported to the CAA in 2016 was 1835, with an additional 821
unconfirmed bird impacts and 268 near misses.*

Airlines, flight crews, aviation authorities and the general public are understandably
concerned about the potential consequencesof a possible collision with a drone.
Whilst much is already understood about the degree and type of damage likely to be
caused to aircraft structures by a birdstrike, little was previously known about the
potential risks presented by drones to manned aircraft.
The Department for Transport (DfT), the MilitaryAviation Authority (MAA) and the
British Airline Pilots’ Association (BALPA), hereafter referred to as the stakeholders,
all came together to commission this study to gain greater knowledge in this area.

While this study looks at the severity of an impact with a drone,it is importantto also
considerthe likelihood of such a collision when assessing the risk. Any existing or
future work on assessing the likelihood of a collision should be considered alongside
the findings of this project in order to fully assess the risk.
This significant study was organised and scoped in collaboration with the Unmanned
Air System Capability Development Centre (UAS CDC) within the Ministry of
Defence. The UAS CDC were instrumental in guiding the tender process and QinetiQ
and Natural Impacts were chosen by the stakeholders to conduct the study. Both
organisations have a wealth of experiencein their respective fields, and are highly

4

Removingdrones, balloons, mode'sparachutistsand unknowns from the total number of Airprox reports.Shirin,



regarded organisations who conduct studies for defence, international companies
and regulators. They also have first-hand experience with birdstrike testing and
impact modelling.



2.1

2.2

2.3

Previous Work

To date the perceived threats posed by drones to aviation safety have been the
subject of significant speculation but minimal evidence-based substantiation. This
study was exceptional in its scope and approach,and is one of only a very small
numberof studies that directly addressesthe topic of drone collisions.
While there are many references on the subjectof birdstrikes against manned
aircraft, where the impacting bird is typically described as a fluid, some drone
components such as the motors and batteries, are harder and potentially more
damaging for comparable masses.

Particularly relevant previous research has been conducted by Imperial College,
sponsored by the Defence Science and Technology Laboratories (Dstl). Their project
invalved modelling and impact tests that compared the effect of birdstrikes on aircraft
with those of nano-UAVs(very small unmanned air vehicles), as represented by
generic quad-copters of masses up to 200 grams. The work was undertaken to
inform the discussion on whetherit was safe to operate nano-UAVsin thevicinity of
military aircraft. Important distinctions between the impact characteristics of birds and
nano-UAVswere identified and therefore, it was concluded that the assessment of
drone impact requires particular consideration, and cannot be inferred directly from
birdstrike response. The Imperial study also showed that levels of damage from the
drone impacts were dependentuponthe particular components and impact
conditions.



3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

Scenarios

For this project, the stakeholders investigated several scenarios based on real-world
situations that were considered to be most likely to occur and to pose the greatest
risk.

Aircraft Structures

Theaircraft structures chosen were:

e Helicopter windscreens(one birdstrike certified and one not).
« Helicoptertail rotors
« Large airliner windscreens
Part of the reasoning for choosing a non-birdstrike certified windscreen was to enable
a comparison to genera! aviation aircraft which do not have a requirement for
birdstrike certification.
Birdstrike certification of aircraft components requires demonstration, by testing, that
the componentsare resistantto bird impacts. This testing covers several parameters
relevant to bird impacts and when these are all passed the componentis certified for
future use.

Two airliner windscreens were used, one with two layers glass construction which
was used to test the projectile launching mechanism, referred to as Airliner-B. The
main testing and modelling was conducted using a more complex windscreen with
three glass layers, referred to as Airliner-A.

Drones

The most widely available small drone types were considered and a numberwere
selected covering the range of sizes. Drone components were selected that would
represent drones that would be typically found in the following classes:
* A0.4 kilogram class maximum take-off weight (MTOW) quadcopter; referred to as

a ‘400 gram class’ quadcopter or drone through this document: This covers the
toy market and small hobbyist drones.

» A 1.2 kilogram MTOW class quadcopter of 1.2 kilogram; referred to as a ‘1.2
kilogram class’ quadcopter or drone throughout this document: This covers the
majority of hobbyist and some smaller professional drones.

» A4kilogramclass MTOW quadcopter; referred to as a ‘4 kilogram class’
quadcopteror drone throughout this document: This covers some professional
drones and some larger hobbyist drones.



3.7

3.8

3.9

* A3.5 kilogram class MTOW fixed-wing drone;referred to as ‘3.5 kilogram class’
fixed wing drone throughout this document: This was considered to be
representative of professional longer endurance drones,in addition to some
hobbyist drone types. Thefixed wing type with the nose-mounted propellerwas
used as this was considered to represent a greater impact risk than tail-mounted
propeller.

Impact Speeds

For a given collision, the range of possible impactvelocities and other impact
conditions are too numerous to fully consider within a practical programmeof testing.
It was therefore necessary to determine an appropriate set of impact speeds for each
collision scenario to represent a worst-case in normal flight conditions in the live
tests.

Based on their expert knowledge, the stakeholders selected a numberof impact
speeds for the live tests. They did this by considering the usual cruise speeds of
helicopters and the typical speeds of airliners at various stages of low to medium
altitude flight. The top end of the test and modelling speeds were based upon a
typical range of operating speeds, and speeds that aircraft are typically limited to byAir Traffic Control. For the airliners, they do not representtypical cruise speeds at
altitude.
It was assumed that the drone and manned aircraft are on a direct collision course,
and are travelling in opposite directions such that the impact velocity is the sum of
their true airspeeds. For the computer modelled collisions a large range of speeds,
covering the whole range of realistic speeds, were selected and modelled.

3.10 The helicoptertail rotor blades were modelled as rotating at their normal operating
speed.

10



4.

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

Testing and Modelling

A combination of techniques were used to carry out the project, these included highly
detailed computer modelling, using finite element analysis software, and impact tests
against genuine aircraft windscreens. No live testing was performedfor the tail rotor
blades due todifficulty in acquiring blades and thelimited resources available for the
study.
Use of impact-modelling software can provide additional insight and can enable a
wider range of impact conditions to be considered, but to do so reliably requires that
the models be validated by experimental tests. This calibration and validation activity
was at the centre of the study's requirements, to ensure that an accurate model was
created which could be used for this and future work.
It should be noted that both thelive testing and the modelling were conducted usingconditions which were as close to real life as was practically achievable. However,
some factors could not be replicated, for example:
* the aerodynamic pressure on aircraft structures during flight
* the internal pressurisation of the cockpits
« the low temperatures experienced in flight which could change the way that drone

and aircraft materials would behave during an impact
Figure 1 shows the Airliner-A cockpit with one of the windscreensused for testing,
and the corresponding computer model on which the simulation was based.

Figure 1: Airliner cockpit for impact testing (left) and computer reference mode

Testing Environment

4.5 The impact tests were carried out at the Natural Impacts specialist testing facility in
Famborough. The aircraft components were installed in the impact test lab and a

large gas gun was used to shoot the drone components against them.
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4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

The gas gun is made up of a very long, over ten metres, gun barrel and a
compressedair system. Theair pressure is built to a controlled pressure then
suddenly released to propel the drone down the barrel into the target windscreen.
The use of this gas gun allowed a very fine tuning of the impact speeds leading to
scientifically valuable and repeatable results.

Drone Components
The drone configurations considered include quadcopters and fixed-wing drones.
Quadcopterstypically have four arms and motors in a cruciform arrangement
attached to a central body with battery and usually a camera used for aerial
photography. Fixed-wing drones typically have a central fuselage including the
battery, the propeller and other components, with lightweightwings attached. An
importantpoint is that the study focussed on typical RPAS that would be encountered
within each ofthe different classes of drones on the market today. For example, the
large quadcopterstudied was within the 4 kg class, but is representative of a typical
hobbyist drone within this class that would carry a digital SLR camera and would
weigh approximately 2 kg.
A novel solution was found to launch a complete 1.2 kilogram class quadcopter,
however, the 4 kilogram class quadcopter and thefixed-wing drone would not have
fitted into the gas gun. The decision was madeto use the central componentsof
these, removingthe lightweight elements, which was considered to be an acceptable
approximation. Although the massof the 4 kilogram class quadcoptertest projectile
was reduced by approximately 50% compared to the upper limit mass of the 4
kilogram class complete drone, the other two motors, which make up most of the rest
of the mass, would impact well away from the main impact point. Furthermore, it was
considered that the effect of removing two of the arms was minimal, because the
arms are weak so would likely break off in the collision. Therefore, the arms and the
motors theyare carrying would not contribute greatly at the main point of impact.
These justificationswere based on expert advice from the project team, but would
need further testing to verify.
The computer mode! used the same configuration to allow comparison with the live
tests. As an example, Figure 2 shows the components used to construct the 4 kg
class quadcopter used for testing and Figure 3 shows an image of the computer
modelfor this drone. This drone includes motors, battery and a camera similar to
those used on drones used for aerial photography, but only two of the four arms. The
original glass-fibre central hub plates were replaced with aluminium which could
better withstand the acceleration loads when launched.

4.10 For the fixed-wing drone,only the core components were used, i.e. the battery and
propeller spinner, withoutthe lightweight wings and fuselage casing.
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Plastic arms with
original central hub

Battery
(14.8V 10,000mAh Li-Po)

Bridge camera Motor (2-off)

Figure 2: 4 kg class drone components

y Motor, battery, and camera

Nylon arm

Aluminium-alloycentral hub
plates replace the underrated

items.

Figure 3:4 kg class drone components model

Calibration of Computer Mode!

4.11 Anumberof impact tests were conducted and results were filmed with high-speed
cameras. The results were comparedwith the finite element method modelled results
and where necessary, the material properties included in the computer model were
adjusted to better reflect the reality of the live tests. The model required only minor
calibration, with maximum adjustmentsto the material properties being only 10%.

4.12 Lab tests including crush tests and impact tests were also performed to measure the
strength and behaviourof the individual drone components. The results from these
tests were also used to calibrate the properties included in the model.
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4.13 Thefinal calibrated model showed a strong correlation with the live tests, giving
confidence that the model was accurate. The exception was the airliner windscreen,
where the real-life tests showed less damage than predicted by the modelat the
same speeds. This was thought to be due to the complexity of constructions and
someuncertainty as to the exact composition of the glass, details of which were
unobtainableat the time. However, the mode! showed more conservative results than
indicated by real-life testing, i.e. showed critical damage at lower speeds than the
real-life tests. In any future work, more should be done to refine the structural and
material details of these complex windscreens.

4.14 This final calibrated model was then used to simulate thecollisions covering thefull
range of impact speeds agreed by the stakeholders.
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5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

9.5

5.6

5.7

Results

Prior to conducting this research, the resistance ofaircraft components to a drone
Collision was open to considerable speculation. This project has resulted in an
increase in knowledge regarding the severity of mid-air collisions between drones
and the manned aircraft componentstested.

Non-birdstrike Certified Helicopter Windscreens

The non-birdstrike certified helicopter windscreen proved to have a low resistance to
all the classes of drones tested, with penetration through the windscreen shown to
occur at speeds well below the normal cruising speed of a helicopter of that type. For
the fixed-wing drone,which is itself capable of a significant speed in flight, it was
found that the drone could penetrate a helicopterwindscreenof this type even if the
helicopter was stationary.
As general aviation (GA) aircraft do not have a requirementfor birdstrike certification,
the result from the non-birdstrike certified helicopter could be read across to GA
aircraft with comparative severity in the result of a collision.

Birdstrike Certified HelicopterWindscreens

The birdstrike certified helicopter windscreen was found to be much moreresistant,
but it was found that the quadcopter drones could penetrate these windscreens when
the closing speed was similar to the helicopter’stypical cruising speed. The speed
the fixed-wing drone can itself reach meant that it could penetrate the windscreen if
the helicopter was moving at a speed significantlybelow the normal cruising speed.
When the helicopter was stationary, however, it was shown that a fixed-wing drone,
when flying at its maximum speed, was unlikely to penetrate this windscreen.

HelicopterTail Rotors

The modelling of helicoptertail rotors showed that they would be vulnerable to
impacts with all types of drones. Due to the very high speed of a rotating tail rotor
blade, it could be critically damaged by an impact with any drone.

Again, it should be noted that although the most accurate properties available were
used, the helicoptertail rotor results were based on modelling only, with no live
testing to calibrate the model.

Airliner Windscreens

Airliner windscreens have a more complex and much tougher construction than those
of helicopters. It was found that the airliner windscreens, althoughsubstantially
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5.8

5.9

5.10

5.11

5.12

5.13

damaged, could retain integrity during impacts with drones up to speeds typically
flown at during the aircraft landing and later stages of the approach.
At higher altitudes and speeds, modelling and testing showed that severe damage to
the Airliner-A windscreen, including complete structural failure of the windscreen, did
not occur with the 1.2 kilogram class quadcopter components, but could occur during
impacts with the 4 kilogram class quadcopter components. Additionally, during one
high speed live test with the Airliner-B windscreen, the 3.5 kilogram class fixed-wingdrone components penetrated the windscreen.
While there is a risk of critical windscreen damage to airliners travelling at higher
speeds from the more advanced and heavier drones, especially those with exposed
metallic components, the likelihood of encountering these drones is significantly less
than toy drones.It is nevertheless important to note what the Airliner test has
demonstrated; that fixed wing drones with metallic components can do significant
damage to aircraft windscreens. The drone construction plays critical part in the
severity of a collision.

Drone Construction and Orientation

An important point that this study confirmed was that the componentsof drones do
not behavein the same way as an equivalent massbird under similar conditions. In
fact, the work showed that someof the lower mass projectiles caused more damage
than those with a slightly higher mass. This occurred when the harder and denser
components, such as motors and batteries, were more exposed on the particular
drone model used during the testing.
A simple plastic surround covering a drone motor had a notable effect in lowering the
impact forces during component testing.
The configuration of the drone, angle ofcollision,component masses and orientation
of the motor shaft, all had a significant effect on the extent of the collision damage.
The high speed video showed that when plastic components impacted the
windscreens before the harder metallic components, the damage was reduced.For
example, with the airliner windscreen tests, even at the maximum speed tested, the
windscreenretained integrity when the plastic elements of the drone impacted first,
slightly deflecting the main body and components.
Differentlive tests were performed with the 4 kg class components, somewith the
camera on the lower side as in Figure 3 and some inverted so the camera was on the
upper side. It was found that the damage was less with the camera on the lower side,
where the camera impacted the windscreen before the main body of the drone.This
implies that the camera was providing some level of shock absorption and again
suggests that the configuration of the drone is important.
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6.

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

Conclusions

Unlike birdstrikes, the aviation industry is only beginning to understand the risks of
drone collisions. This study has resulted in an increase in knowledgein this area.
It is clear from the results that helicopter windscreens could be Critically damaged by
collisions with a drone in several realistic scenarios. It has also been shown that
helicoptertail rotors can also be severely damaged.
Whilst moreresilient than helicopters, the modelling and testing in this study has
shown that airliner windscreens could be critically damaged by mid-air collisions with
4 kilogram class quadcopter components, and 3.5 kilogram class fixed-wingdrones
with exposed metallic components at high, but realistic speeds. These impact speeds
would usually be encountered when the aircraft is at higher altitudes,10,000 feet or
above,butaircraft do sometimes operate at these speeds at lower altitudes.
The testing has also shown that the construction of a drone can make a significantdifference in the impactof a collision. Where the toughest and densest drone
components were covered with a plastic casing, or did not hit the windscreenfirst,
the impact of the collisions was lessened.
With regard to the comparison with the severity of a birdstrike, it was realised that
drones can cause significantlymore damage than a bird of equivalent mass at the
same speed. This seems to be due to the hard metallic components presentin
drones and means that birdstrike certification cannot necessarily be used as a
prediction of complete protection from drones.
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7.4

7.2

7.3

Recommendations

Whilst this work considers the severity and nature of damage of a dronecollision with
the windscreenor tail rotor of manned aircraft, it does not consider the likelihoodof
such a collision. In order to understand the full risk picture and develop risk-
appropriate mitigations, it is recommendedthat a better understanding ofthe
likelihood of a collision is developed and that other manned aircraft componentsare
also considered. Any existing or future work looking atcollision likelihood should be
considered in orderto fullyunderstand the risk picture.
As with all airspace users, drone operators are responsible for operating their drone
safely and should be aware that there are significant penalties for endangering an
aircraft. However, the rise in the numberof reported encounters between drones and
manned aircraft and the evidence from this study and others does suggest that more
needs to be done. The UK Government is considering how best to ensure this as part
of its work resulting from its recent wide-ranging drone policy consultation.
More widely,it is recommendedthat:
1 The results of the study are used to help inform risk assessmentsfor all aircraft

operations. In particular when helicopters are operated, the vulnerabilities in the
event of a mid-air collision with a drone should be taken into account and
appropriate operational mitigation measures should be considered. For airliners,
one operational option could be for air traffic control to advise aircraft to operate at
a reduced, safe speed if a drone is reported in the area.

2 The study considered a limited numberof aircraft components and drone types. It
is recommendedthat consideration should be given to conducting further similar
work which would cover a wider range of scenarios, and further improve the
modelling capability.

3 As the study has shown that drone configurations and construction designs
significantly affect the severity of a collision,it is also recommended that drone
manufacturers consider implementing design adaptations that mitigate the impact
of a collision, such as plastic casing for motors. Consideration should also be
given to further research on drone frangibility and energy absorption with a
potential ultimate outcome being the implementation of a design requirement for
civil and military drones.
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